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Should the United States expect or await agreement by the Japanese
Government, in the present preliminary conversations, to clear-cut
commitments which will satisfy the United States Government both
as to principle and as to concrete detail, almost certainly the con-
versations will drag along indefinitely and unproductively until
the Konoye cabinet and its supporting elements desiring rapproche-
ment with the United States will come to the conclusion that the
outlook for an agreement is hopeless and that the United States
Government is only playing for time. If the abnormal sensitiveness
of Japan and the abnormal effects of loss of face are considered, in
such a situation Japanese reaction may and probably will be serious.
This will result in the Konoye Government's being discredited and
in a revulsion to anti-American feeling, and this may and probably
will lead to unbridled acts. The eventual cost of these will not be
reckoned, and their nature is likely to inflame Americans, while
reprisal and counter-reprisal measures will bring about a situation
in which it will be difficult to avoid war. The logical outcome of
this will be the downfall of the Konoye cabinet and the formation
of a military dictatorship which will lack either the disposition or
the temperament to avoid colliding head-on with the United States,
There is a question that such a situation may prove to be more serious
even than the failure to produce an entirely satisfactory agreement
through the proposed meeting between President Roosevelt and
Prince Konoye, should it take place as planned. Worded otherwise,
the question remains whether it will not prove to be a less serious
case for the negotiations undertaken in good faith to fail of complete
success than for the United States to demonstrate its unwillingness
to enter any such negotiations.
The Ambassador continues by stating that he has been emphatic-
ally told on numerous occasions—and such declarations he considers
must be accepted at their face value—that prior to the proposed
Roosevelt-Konoye meeting and formal negotiations it is impossible
for the Japanese Government to define its future assurances and
commitments more specifically than hitherto stated. The Ambas-
sador explains that one reason for this Japanese position, as given
him very confidentially, is that former Foreign Minister Matsuoka,
after his retirement in July, recounted in complete detail to the
German Ambassador in Japan the course of the Washington con-
versations up to that time. Because many supporters of Matsuoka
remain in the Tokyo Foreign Office, the fear has been expressed that
these men will not scruple to reveal to both the Germans and the
Japanese extremists any information which would render the present
cabinet's position untenable.
Although certain basic principles have been accepted provisionally
by the Japanese Government, the definitions and formulae of Japan's
future objectives and policy, as advanced so far during the pre-
liminary conversations, and the statements -supplementary to those
definitions, are so abstract or equivocal and are open to such wide

